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This issue is dedicated to senior 
dogs—the forgotten dogs. We see 
them almost every time we go to 
a shelter. The forgot-
ten, cast-aside old dogs 
not far past the prime 
of life, who shiver on a 
cold hard concrete floor 
as they huddle in the far 
corner of a filthy ken-
nel. Disoriented and 
dispirited, they’ve been 
uprooted from the only 
family, the only home, 
the only life they’ve ever 
known.

Owners abandon 
them to shelters when 
they lose a job or a 
home, or when they see  
signs of illness in their dog. To be 
fair, they probably don’t know that 
this amounts to a 
death sentence, 
preferring to be-
lieve that some 
kind family will 
adopt the dog. This almost never 
happens—potential adopters steer 
well clear of them, so seniors in 
shelters nearly always have a date 
with euthanasia.

These dogs sometimes have 
health or appearance problems that, 
along with their age, cause adopters 
to shun them. When we’re able to, 
we step in, take them out of the 
shelter, and correct health prob-
lems to extent that we can. The aim 

The Forgotten Dogs
Why seniors don’t stand a chance

Larry Mittell

is to enhance their well-being and 
adoptability. 

Prancer (see Confessions of 
a Lab Foster Mom, 
page 2), an overweight, 
chocolate, happy-go-
lucky, eight-year-old 
boy (now ten), is a case 
in point. He had large 
growths that appeared 
to be harmless fatty 
tumors called lipomas.  
His lumpy, obese ap-
pearance all but guar-
anteed that he stood 
no chance of public 
adoption.

Fortunately, we were 
able to intervene. We 
saved him and had his 

growths looked at by a veterinar-
ian. What we thought were benign 

lipomas were in-
deed that. But 
there was an 
alarming devel-
opment—an ul-

trasound procedure revealed a tu-
mor on his spleen. He underwent 
surgery to have the lipomas and 
his spleen removed. Fortunately, 
the tumor on his spleen proved to 
be benign. During his recovery, he 
went on a diet to slim him down.

Now he’s happily ensconced in 
a new family, but without us or an-
other rescue group taking action, 

Cassie: From Shelter to Service
A rescue dog becomes a therapy dog

Linda Frankel

Editor’s note—Linda volunteered to write an article on her seven-year-old 
girl, Cassie, but found herself at a loss for words. Instead, she wrote a letter of 
apology to me. It puts me in mind of a radio interview of author John McPhee 
I happened to hear some years back, in which he confided that he starts each of 
his marvelous books as a letter to his mother. Without further ado, here’s Linda’s 
letter. I think you’ll find it as charming as I did.

Dear Larry,

I wanted to submit a piece for 
your newsletter about Cassie, the 
black female Lab my husband and 
I adopted through Fetching Com-
panions. How-
ever, I couldn’t 
decide what 
to include so I 
have nothing 
to give you.

I guess I 
could write 
about Cassie being found at the 
Downey shelter by FCRR volun-
teer, Jean Prendergast in May of 
2007. About how the dog had been 
there three weeks, was sick and list-
less, didn’t respond to visitors and 
would likely not get adopted; that 
the single word, “sweet”, on her 
chart had probably saved her life.

Or I could tell how Jean called 
asking, “Are you guys going to be 
around tonight? I think I have your 
next dog.”  She had redeemed a 
brown Lab from Downey and al-
though sick, this dog seemed sweet 
and we might want to meet her. 

Then I could write how after 

Jean bathed her, removing layers 
and layers of filth, it turned out 
Cassie wasn’t brown after all, but 
black!

Or maybe I could tell about that 
moment when we first saw her 

and I liter-
ally gasped at 
how forlorn 
and lovable 
she looked. 
That she 
seemed more 
like a puppy 

than the four year old dog the vet 
guessed she was. 

Then I could describe her non-
stop runny nose, eyes filled with 
longing, the wagging butt and 
the stuffed toy jutting out of her 
mouth.

Maybe, even though no one 
would believe it, I could tell about 
her sitting next to me on the floor 
that first night (stuffed toy still 
lodged firmly in her mouth). How, 
while looking straight ahead, she 
took her front paw and laid it firm-
ly on my thigh where it remained, 

...after Jean bathed her, remov-
ing layers and layers of filth, it 

turned out Cassie wasn’t brown 
after all, but black!

In short, a senior makes a won-
derful, devoted companion.

See Cassie, Page 2

See Forgotten Dogs, Page 5

Tristam

Things are tough all over
first my food bowl broke,

then my squeaky toy wouldn’t squeak.
it’s been a long day

Obedience? Big deal.
if I had a treat

for each time I’ve been called “bad dog”
I’d be real happy

Lab Haiku’s Revenge
Editor’s note—We did our best to prevent it, but in the end, I’m sorry to say, 
Lab Haiku wore us down. Here it is, darn it.

Hell bent for leather
what a nifty chew

it has such a grand aroma
you call it a shoe?

Braveheart
woof! woof! woof! woof! woof!

if stupid cat comes down that tree
I’m too fast to catch



Confessions of a Lab Foster Mom 
Fostering is its own reward

Mary O’Gorman

About three years ago, my two be-
loved senior Labs, one a chocolate 
and the other a yellow, passed away 
within 3 months of each other.  I 
was devastated, missed them terri-
bly, and wasn’t sure what to do next.  
After 12 years of always having a 
Lab in my life, I couldn’t imag-
ine life without one. Yet for many 
reasons I could also not imagine-
or handle the 
thought of rais-
ing a puppy.  I 
knew that many 
wonderful dogs needed rescue, so 
I decided to peruse the rescue and 
shelter sites on the internet to find 
a nice older Lab.  I stumbled upon 
Fetching Companions and, well, 
the rest is history.  Though I ini-
tially expressed interest in adopting 
one of the available Labs, I soon 
found myself agreeing to become a 
foster mom.
Being a foster mom, offering 

a wonderful Lab a temporary 
waystation until its “forever fam-
ily” comes along has been one of 
the most rewarding things I’ve 
ever done.  People ask me “Mary, 
that’s great but isn’t it hard to say 
goodbye to them when they’re ad-
opted?”.  My honest answer is, no.  
While I certainly have enjoyed and 
bonded with every foster I’ve had 
and do miss each one, the aware-
ness I have of the wonderful lives 
they live once they have been ad-
opted causes me to look forward 
to—and not regret—their adop-
tion. Here are a couple examples of 
the ideal “forever families” some of 
my former fosters have found:

BLAKE 
Ever heard of a Labradinger? 

Well neither had we, until we had 
the good fortune to meet Blake—a 
chocolate Lab/Springer mix, now 
four years old, who found him-
self turned in by his owner to  a 
shelter in Central California for 
reasons we cannot imagine.  His 
coat, temperament, playfulness 
and sweet face combined to cause 
many people to exclaim “he is the 
perfect dog”.  For the month that 
he was at my house, Blake became 
fast friends with my own dog Betty, 
romped in the park, and making his 
silky coat available for petting and 
hugs.  I remember thinking to my-
self “wow, Blake would love a home 

with little boys who had as much 
or more energy than he does”.  
Well, after being “interviewed” by 
a couple of potential families Blake 
ended up becoming part of a fam-
ily down in Orange County.  Lo 
and behold, they have three young 
children who adore Blake, swim 
with him in the ocean and Blake’s 
even been known to follow them 

to school.   This 
comment from 
the father of the 
family sums up 

why it is not hard for me to let go 
of my foster Labs: “Blake is abso-
lutely without a doubt the best dog 
in the world!  He is so special and 
really is a blessing to have in our 
family -  he gives us joy and he 
gives so many others joy”.

PRANCER
This handsome middle-aged boy, 

now 10, came to us just before 
Christmas in 2008.  He was an 
older, overweight stray who was 
at risk of being euthanized at a 
very crowded shelter.  We named 
him Prancer, for obvious reasons. 
Prancer stayed with us as a foster 
for over six months— with his size, 
age and less-than-perfect health 
(he was near-deaf due to chronic 
ear infections), we knew his for-
ever family might take longer to 
find him. Then, a wonderful young 
woman and her mother from Simi 
Valley spotted Prancer online and 
drove up to Santa Barbara to meet 
him. They fell in love and by the 
time summer arrived, Prancer 
had become Charlie Brown and a 
treasured member of a loving fam-
ily who adore and spoil him.  He 
has even won a contest for being 
a “Happy Dog”, and his family 
showers him with stuffed animals 
and squeaky toys.  In one of her 
emails, Charlie’s mom stated “He 
is such a loving guy, I'm so grateful 
to have found him.”.  We know the 
feeling is mutual.
Those are just a couple of the 

many stories I’ve personally wit-
nessed over the past few years of 
fostering dogs who would other-
wise languish in the shelter or be 
euthanized.  The comfort that we 
may offer them pales when com-
pared with the joy and fun that 
these beautiful retrievers bring to 
the lives of their forever families. 

Ever hear of a Labradinger?

A Passion for Older Dogs
Sweet Sammie fills a void

Susie Giovanazzo

My correspondence with Chris-
tine Grabenstetter about Sweet 
Sammy (now Sammie) began a 
few months before we adopted her.  
We were looking for a companion 
for our 11 year old white, male 
lab, Max, who was diagnosed with 
l y m p h o m a 
in Decem-
ber 2007. 
Max loved 
c o m p a n y , 
our cats, his 
families, our 
n e i g h b o r s , 
even the 
n e i g h b o r ’s 
g a r d e n e r s . 
Max was 
a friendly 
guy. I found 
S a m m i e 
through Petfinder on the Internet.  
You know when you get a feeling?  
I had a feeling about her. I contact-
ed Fetching Companions and was 
put in touch with Sammie’s foster 
mom, Christine. Christine and I 
emailed periodically 
and I know in Chris-
tine’s heart she felt a 
dog would be happy 
in our home. Sammie 
had weight to lose (Christine had 
already taken 20 pounds off of her) 
but Christine knew I made home 
made dog food and exercised Max 
daily.  We would be a good “fit” for 
Sammie.

Max’s health quickly deterio-
rated and in August of 2008 we 
determined he would no longer 
benefit from chemotherapy. My 
email correspondence stopped to 
Christine about Sammie.  Our 
family’s life became all about living 
EVERY moment with Max. We 
were living in survival mode. Max 
passed in my arms in our “family 
room” on his bed in October 2008. 

We were devastated.  Dinner with-
out our beloved dog underfoot was 
miserable. Coming home without 
his “smiley” face to greet us was 
miserable. I emailed Christine 3 
days later to see if Sammie was still 
available. She was and a meeting 

was arranged.  
Did our fam-
ily who was 
still suffering 
from the re-
cent loss of a 
beloved dog 
need to adopt 
an 8 year old 
dog? Could 
our hearts 
take it? I had 
a deposit on 
a white male 
puppy with a 

breeder before Max was diagnosed. 
Didn’t we want another dog simi-
lar to Max?  (White/yellow males 
were my passion.) We met Sam-
mie, an overweight, black female 
and never looked back. We now 

know that love is col-
or blind. My husband 
looked into Sammie’s 
eyes and asks, “Who 
saved whom?” Sam-

mie rescued us. She is the cherry 
on our sundae. (Probably the nuts 
and whipped cream too)

We now have a passion for older 
labs. In June 2009, we adopted an 
older black male into our family. 
Sweet Sammie will always be re-
membered as the first dog we ad-
opted with many more planned in 
our future.

Thank you Fetching Compan-
ions for giving us Sweet Sammie.

The Giovinazzo Family
Vince, Susie, Christopher and  

Matthew

 
Who saved whom?
Sammie rescued us.

while I felt my heart hit my stom-
ach with a THUNK. The next 
thing I heard was my voice saying, 
“Jean, if we can have her, we will do 
right by this dog.”

Or I might write about the 
countless times people ask, “Can I 
please just be with her for awhile?” 
because she calms them so or how 
children come running up to her, 
two and three at a time and she 
stands calmly still, often leaning 
gently into them, while they show-
er her with hugs and kisses. 

Next, I guess I could tell how 
she passed the evaluation for Ther-
apy Dogs International with flying 

Cassie
continued from page 1—

colors and also became a BARK 
(Beach Animals Reading with 
Kids) dog who sits quietly on the 
floor with elementary school stu-
dents who ‘read to her’ while being 
tutored. 

People might not believe it but 
I could tell how at night, Cassie 
literally wraps her paws around my 
husband’s neck and I watch the 
stress and tension of the day leave 
his face and body.  

Larry, once again, I apologize. 
I remain overwhelmed by all that 
Cassie has brought us and I sim-
ply did not know where to begin. 
Maybe next time, I’ll know what to 
write.

Best Regards, 
Linda Frankel
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This is a sampling of some of the seniors we’ve placed. They range in age from 8 to 14 years.

Why Adopt an Older Lab?
Adapted from an article by Lee Heller. 

Sad to say, the dictum that “new” 
is to be sought for—and “new and 
improved” is better yet—extends 
even to dogs. A few years ago, when 
I was volunteering at a Shelter in 
Goleta, most visitors wished to 
adopt puppies, or at least the young-
est, freshest-looking dogs. They’d 
blow by what I knew to be the best 
dogs, because they looked used. Pro-
spective adopters shook their heads 
when I pointed out two dogs named 
Shadow—both black Lab mixes in 
early-middle age—waiting patiently 
in their cages for someone to take 
them home. “No,” they’d say, “we 
want a younger dog.” They thought 
anything else was settling for less.

One lovely older gentleman knew 
better—he took my advice and ad-
opted one of the Shadows; he called 
the next day to ask, “How could such 
a wonderful dog ever end up in a 
shelter?” The other Shadow? Seven 
years later, at age 13, she is doggy 
desirability embodied: bright, brave, 
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obedient, joyous. She’s the best dog 
I’ve ever had, worth the house I had 
to buy to adopt her.

Do older dogs develop health 
problems? Sometimes. But that 
puppy will get old and have the same 
problems eventually. 
What does it mat-
ter if it happens a 
few years sooner as 
long as you’ve en-
joyed the priceless 
gift of devoted companionship in 
the meantime? And if you can’t af-
ford the expenses now, will you be 
able to later?

Sure, some previously owned ani-
mals can come with baggage—bad 
early handling, innate temperament 
flaws. But more often than not, a 
dog’s need for a new home isn’t its 
fault: the majority of shelter pets are 
runaways whose owners don’t bother 
to come looking for them. Except 
for some rare cases, most adult dogs 
are easily trained out of any prob-

lems they might have, long before 
a puppy has stopped mistaking your 
favorite pair of clogs for chew toys.

The temporary adorability of pup-
pies is accompanied by lots of hard 
work. They are cognitively chal-

lenged for the 
first six months: 
there’s house-
breaking (those 
lovely 3 AM 
“Go pee pee!” 

moments), not to mention the pro-
longed agony of obedience training 
an adolescent—roughly equivalent 
to parenting a teenager. You’ve just 
committed the next year of your life 
to civilizing a wild, albeit charming, 
beast.

Adults often come pre-trained. 
Most of the adult dogs I’ve adopted 
or fostered were already housebro-
ken, and fit smoothly into my house-
hold. Moreover, they learn about 10 
times quicker than puppies. And, 
most telling, they have the desire to 

please, and an understanding of the 
consequences of failure.

Anyone who has adopted an adult 
pet will be tickled by anyone who 
tells them, “I want to get a puppy so 
it will bond with me.” That person 
has never been worshipped by a res-
cued adult dog who is convinced you 
are a god or goddess incarnate. Pup-
pies, on the other hand, having never 
known deprivation, don’t understand 
that you are The One From Whom 
Joy (and Food) Emanates. They take 
you for granted.

Resources for finding a good pre-
viously owned Labrador are easy 
to find. For example, take a look 
at Fetching Companion’s website 
(http://fetchingcompanions.org). If you 
can’t find a dog fitting your needs 
there, links to other good Lab res-
cues are listed.

Now, if only it were that easy to 
find a good man.

...at age 13, she is doggy  
desirability embodied:  

bright, brave, obedient, joyous.



If your Lab is diagnosed with hip dysplasia, it’s far from the end of the 
world for him or her. More likely than not, surgery won’t be needed, as 
long as it has been caught in time and you institute a few simple precau-
tions. He or she will likely lead a normal, pain-free life.  

What is it?
Hip dysplasia is a looseness, or laxity, of the hip joint. Laxity leads to 

partial dislocation of the joint (subluxation) and can lead to painfully 
crippling arthritis if allowed to progress too far. Large breeds are more 
prone to it than smaller breeds, so your Labrador could be at risk. Good 
breeders do their best to breed for sound hips, but even 
offspring of parents with sound hips can sometimes fall 
victim to the condition. Dysplasia can strike a puppy or 
develop later in life in adults and seniors. Figures 1 and 
2 below depict the condition.

Symptoms
•	 Lameness of one or both hind limbs, either continuous or after 

prolonged exercise or a brisk walk.
•	 Slowness upon rising.
•	 Stiffness that disappears after a few minutes of warming up.
•	 Sitting more frequently, rather than standing, after walking or 

running.
•	 A “bunny-hop” gait while running, 

or a short, choppy stride.
•	 Reluctance to chase, jump or run.

Diagnosis
Your veterinarian can diagnose the con-

dition by manipulating your dog’s hips and 
x-raying them. Occasionally the degree of 
disease as seen in an x-ray doesn’t indicate 
the severity of symptoms, so manipulation 
may provide important clues. If your vet 
does discover dysplasia, don’t panic: as said 
before, even dogs with severe dysplasia can 
lead long lives with only mild symptoms 
or none at all, if you take appropriate mea-
sures before the condition has progressed 
too far.

Non-Surgical Treatment
Here’s the good news—the precautions you need to take are simple 

and inexpensive (but should be done with the help and advice of your 
vet).

The cornerstones of non-surgical treatment are joint supplements, 
weight control, and exercise.

Over-the-counter joint supplements like Cosequin®, or an equivalent 
chondroitin sulphate/glucosamine formulation, will stimulte production 
of joint lubricant and inhibit the progression of arthritis.

Extra body weight can place excessive stress on the hips, so control 
your dog’s weight and keep it slim. 

Well-developed muscles help support the hips and lend them stability; 

Hip Dysplasia
What’s a dog like you doing with a joint like that?

Larry Mittell

poorly-developed ones can contribute to joint instability, leading in turn 
to laxity and crippling arthritis. 

Low-impact exercise, such as walking, jogging or swimming, is the key 
to good muscle tone. High-impact activities—such as playing Frisbee® or 
jumping—subject hips to shock and will worsen a dysplastic condition.

When you take these measures, the progression of symptoms can usu-
ally be stopped in its tracks, but they must be continued for the rest of 
your dog’s life.

If indicated, your vet will prescribe a pain killing or anti-inflammatory 
medication. 

Surgical Treatment
Occasionally, a dog will suffer pain that can’t be re-

lieved by nonsurgical methods. If this is the case for 
yours, your vet may recommend surgery. There are three 

procedures available. The one appropriate to your dog and you depends 
on the age of the dog, its physical activities, the degree of arthritis and 
lameness, and what you can afford. Your vet will help you decide. The pro-
cedures are:

•	 TPO, or Triple Pelvic Osteotomy.
•	 Total Hip Replacement.
•	 FHO, or Femoral Head Osteotomy.

TPO surgery resizes and reshapes the 
joint so that the ball, or femoral head, fits 
more tightly in the socket, or acetabulum. 
This stabilizes the joint, preventing laxity, 
subluxation, and the degeneration that fol-
lows. Unfortunately, TPO is appropriate 
only for young dogs with minimal or no evi-
dence of arthritis. If it is appropriate for your 
dog, it’s generally very effective.

Total hip replacement consists of replace-
ment of the femoral head and neck (ball) 
with a stainless steel or titanium component 
and the socket with a plastic cup. It is the 
only procedure that restores full function if 
severe arthritis has already developed. It is 
safe and reliable, being completely success-
ful more than 90% of the time. It is also the 
most costly treatment, but your dog may 

only need one hip joint replaced.
FHO involves complete removal of the femoral head and neck. In the 

conventional sense, the dog ends up with no hip joint at all, therefore 
nothing in which to develop arthritis and pain. A “false joint” of fibroid 
cartilage will develop; it and musculature will do the job of supporting the 
dog’s body, fulfilling the role of the original hip joint. Replacement is the 
preferred procedure, but its expense may make FHO more appropriate for 
you and your dog.

A final point—a spinal condition called cauda equina is frequently mis-
diagnosed as hip dysplasia. Always get a second opinion from another vet 
to be absolutely certain of the diagnosis. Cauda equina can be surgically 
corrected, but that’s a subject for another article.

Figures copyright 1998, Southern Califonia  
Veterinary Surgical Group
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When you take these measures, 
the progression of symptoms can 
usually be stopped in its tracks



Here at Chaos Manor, ten year 
old Callie, a black girl, leans hard 
against my leg, asking, in the man-
ner of dogs, for an ear scratch. I’m 
a sucker, so I comply. 
Mind you, she has a 
secondary motive—
checking out the 
dining table in front 
of me for anything 
edible. 

After a good sniff, 
she concludes there’s 
nothing of interest. 
Lacking anything 
better to do, she pres-
ents her belly for a 
nice rub. 

Callie is a boister-
ously active senior: 
she leaps and runs 
hither and yon when 
there’s the barest hint of a po-
tential walk, play session, treat or 
meal. We know she’s purebred, be-
cause we’ve 
got a copy 
of her AKC 
papers, but 
she’s got a 
slightly un-
usual appearance, having a high 
rump and grinning clown face. She 
loves a rollicking good time, and is 
the comedian of the Manor pack. 

She has a sweet side, too. When 
I give her give her a pat or a rub, 
she rewards me with endearing 
little dabs of a forepaw on my hand 
or arm.

She’s always ready for play, par-
ticularly with equally rough-and-
ready young dogs of her acquain-
tance. Her favorite was Chance, a 
large two year old chocolate male. 
They’d play tug and chase tirelessly. 
If she’s still featured on our web 
site when you read this, you’ll find 
there a video of the pair going at 
it hammer and tongs. Alas for Cal-
lie, Chance was placed a handful of 

The View from Chaos Manor 
A boisterous senior

Larry Mittell

months ago.
Where is this leading? Well, 

here it is—Callie is old, so her 
chances of adoption are slim. Even 

though she’d make 
a marvelous addi-
tion to almost any 
family, adopters 
pass her by in favor 
of young dogs. The 
irony is that young 
dogs require a 
much larger invest-
ment in training 
time before becom-
ing well-behaved 
family members, 
and need a few 
years of matura-
tion to get beyond 
chewing shoes and 
TV remotes. 

Senior dogs are almost al-
ways better behaved, so they’re 
pleasant to have around from day 

one, and 
they can still 
have a good-
ly number of 
years of de-
voted com-

panionship to give. As examples 
of longevity, two of our personal 
dogs—Rascal, a mutt, and Dinah, 
a black purebred—passed away this 
year at 15 and 14 years, respectively. 
At that, we think Dinah’s sudden 
passing was premature, because her 
litter mate Tristam, is fifteen, still 
with us, and doing pretty darned 
well for an old guy.

If you have your heart set on a 
young dog and are prepared to en-
gage in frequent, disciplined, con-
sistent training; and are ready to 
sacrifice an occasional shoe or re-
mote; I’ll be the last to discourage 
you from adopting one. But please 
consider, if only for a moment, a se-
nior dog. The old guys need homes, 
too.

...she’s got a slightly unusual appearance, 
having a high rump and grinning clown 

face.

Callie

Forgotten Dogs
continued from page 1—

he’d no longer be among the living.
Seniors like Prancer are a delight 

to families who can see beyond the 
graying whiskers and a reduced en-
thusiasm for wild horseplay. They’re 
normally better trained and calmer 
than young dogs and have a deeper 
appreciation for the love they re-
ceive. Generally no house train-
ing is needed and they are seldom 
destructive. In short, seniors make 
wonderful, devoted companions.

Contrary to conventional wis-
dom, they are normally far from 
death’s door, since Labs commonly 
live to ripe old ages of fourteen or 
more years. Our personal dog, Tris-
tam (see photo), for instance, is fif-
teen and doing well.

Given what marvelous additions 
seniors make to any family, it’s no 
wonder that our volunteers have a 
special affection for them. That’s 
why over half our foster dogs are 
frequently eight or more years old.

Please consider adopting one.

Wan amber shafts of autumn 
light slant dimly into the building, 
revealing a grim double row of gray 
chain link cells and a cold gray con-
crete floor. Gray—the color of sor-
row. 

A miasma of excrement and a din 
of frantic barking fill the air, over-
coming my senses. Dozens of pairs 
of eyes fix me in their gaze— hope-
ful, pleading eyes. This is as close to 
hell as I ever want to be. It's the dark 
underside of dog rescue—an animal 
shelter.

This is vir-
tually a ca-
nine Death 
Row. Barring 
intervention, the days of every dog 
here are numbered. But that's why 
I've come—to intervene. 

In each dog's eyes is the anguish 
of loss—loss of family, loved ones. 

I want to take them all, but I 
can't. I'll  do what I can, but my 
most strenuous efforts are statisti-
cally meaningless, given the num-
bers passing through this bleak 
place.

I pause at each cell to read the 
paperwork affixed to the door. Some 
inmates are strays, others have been 
relinquished by their owners. What 
excuses for abandonment? "Move," 
says the paperwork for a friendly 
yellow male Lab mix, "no time" for 
a beautiful Lab-Golden cross. Just 
three words condemn two dogs.

A blond, thirtyish woman kneels 
at another cell to comfort a striking 
Beagle just turned in by its owner. 
Her face glistens with tears. "Why?" 
she asks, "How could anyone do 
this?" Why indeed; how indeed? 

Another cage holds a depressed 
elderly German Shepherd, sprawled 
on the hard cold floor. He probably 
won't be adopted because of his age. 
This might be his last day of life. His 
chin rests on forepaws as he stares 
disconsolately ahead, grieving the 
loss of his human family. It's a little 
hard to think of humans with much 
enthusiasm right now.

Would the families of these dogs 
have cast sons or daughters to such a 
fate? Of course not. Sad to say, some 

think of dogs as little more than ani-
mate property, not family. 

People who shouldn't buy pup-
pies do so every day. But sooner or 
later, those cuddly little things grow 
into unmanageable delinquents be-
cause they haven't been taught good 
manners. “No time,” remember? 

True, there is the occasional un-
adoptable dog with difficult-to-cor-
rect behavioral problems, but most 
dogs here are quite adoptable. 

Whatever the issues with these 
dogs may have been, a trip to the 

pound quick-
ly and conve-
niently dis-
pensed with 

the private problem and made it a 
public one.

What's being done to stem the 
tide? Spay/neuter programs help 
control canine overpopulation. 
Shelters strive to be “no-kill,” but are 
saddled with inadequate facilities 
and impossible workloads. They'll 
continue to euthanize dogs because 
they don't have a choice. 

What can we do? Enacting laws 
against breeders hurts the responsi-
ble and ethical ones most. And more 
laws won't reduce the demand for 
puppies from those who shouldn't 
have them. 

The answer for each of us to do 
what we can. Adopt a dog or foster 
one. Contribute to the SPCA or to 
rescue groups such as ours. Volun-
teer to work in such organizations. 
Support public education—an in-
formed public is surely the ultimate 
answer to the problem. But be part 
of the solution and do something. If 
we all exert some effort, however 
small, we'll have gone a long way 
toward eliminating this blight. If 
we don't, the tragedy will continue 
ceaslessly.

Meantime, Carolyn and I discov-
er a tall, stately, yellow female Lab 
mix. Her paperwork says her name 
is Pretty Girl. Her frantic pacing 
breaks our hearts. We resolve to res-
cue her. 

I feel better now. But I wish we 
could save them all.

Editorial
The Color of Sorrow

Larry Mittell

Please Help Our Labs!
Our two biggest biggest stum-

bling blocks are lack of foster 
homes and money. It’s painfully 
simple—the fewer fosterers and 
dollars we have, the fewer dogs we 
save. If you’re inclined to, fostering 
is by far most effective thing you 
can do. It is a bit of trouble, and 
it’s a little tough to give up the dog 
you’ve nurtured, but there’s nothing 
like saving a life.

We pay veterinary fees, so your 
outlay is minimal.

You can tell us the sort of dog 
you’d like to foster—young or 
old—male or female—black, yel-
low or chocolate.

Contact us today at  
info@fetchingcompanions.org or 
888-412-3382 to start making the 
most crucial difference possible in 
a dog’s life.

If you can’t foster, your dona-
tion will also save lives. Please use 
the enclosed envelope or click the 
“Donate” button on our website
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